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ABB: Pioneering 
transformer technology
Innovating for a smarter, greener and stronger grid



TECHNOLOGY

L.A.E. keeps on leading 
the core cutting lines 
innovation
L.A.E., Lughese Attrezzature per 
l’Elettromeccanica, has been lead-
ing the core cutting lines innovation 
for years, being the first company to 
design and install anthropomorphic  

robots for the automatic core stacking 
and devices for the fast replacement of 
the lamination on the decoiler (FRS). 
The Italian company has always been 
devoted to innovation, while keeping 

the connection to tradition and crafts-
manship, since that is a part of its his-
tory. Since its establishment in 1978, 
L.A.E. has witnessed several devel-
opments of all the product lines in its 

L.A.E. has been leading the core cutting 
lines innovation as the first company to de-
sign and install anthropomorphic robots for 
the automatic core stacking and the fast re-
placement system on the decoiler
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supports the assembly of distribution 
transformers cores featuring the Step-
Lap technology. This machine is suit-
able for the production of transformer 
cores of various design ranging from 50 
to 2500 kVA. L.A.E. offers the possibil-
ity to install the robot stacker on this 
machine, covering a wider production 
range, and the assembly of 1500 mm 
length cores (measured from tip to tip). 
Moreover, this automatic stacker can 
manage flat yokes, closed cores, E-cores 
or separate logs. The advantage is clear-
ly in the full coverage of the whole range 
of cores that the operator might need to 
assemble, offering the highest flexibility 
with a single, totally automatic, device. 
In addition, also with this machine, the 

L.A.E. robot stacker and core 
cutting lines

The major innovation regarding the 
core cutting lines consists of the an-
thropomorphic robots for the automat-
ic core stacking. L.A.E. already has tens 
of installed lines featuring this system 
and the results, in terms of productivity, 
are without precedent.

The robot stacker has now been op-
erating for years as part of the L.A.E.’s 
core cutting lines model TO 25 AGILE. 
This core cutting line model has been 
designed and produced for the manu-
facturing of grain-oriented laminations 
of maximum 250 mm width, and it 

portfolio: winding machines for trans-
formers, including machines for foil, 
wires, flat wires and insulation strips; 
cutting lines for core magnetic lami-
nations with Step-Lap technology, fin 
folding lines for the corrugated panels 
of the transformers tanks. The R&D 
department is fully integrated within 
the company; with the customer-ori-
ented approach being the focus and 
the guide of the research. Solutions 
suggested by L.A.E. meet the trans-
formers manufacturers’ requirements 
because the solutions’ development 
arises precisely from manufacturers’ 
needs for performance, space, and 
productivity, thus ensuring a safer and 
faster return on investment.

Advertorial
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the highest flexibility and full coverage 
of the production.

In addition, the robot stacker designed 
by the Italian company, can work in 
two modes, adjusting to the operator’s 
needs, meeting, therefore, any cus-
tomer’s requirements. The assembling, 
in fact, can be stopped in a fully auto-
matic way either once a certain prede-
termined number of laminations has 
been cut and stacked on each core, or 
when a certain height, that can be set 
by the operator and automatically cal-
ibrated by the robot, has been reached. 
This offers the advantage of reducing 
the probability of human mistakes to 
zero and prevents the need to stop the 
machine, with significant increase in 
the productivity.

In short, the importance of the automatic 
stacking turns into a consistent reduction 
of the assembly time. Compared to the 
manual stacking, the process saves from 
30 to 50 % time required. Moreover, the 
robot stacker enables the improvement 

the market, the L.A.E.’s  TO 45 VELOCE 
is exceptionally compact, due to its elec-
trical cabinet placed on board. It is silent 
and low-maintenance because of its 
electronic cutting technology.

It is possible to install up to two 
robots on the TO 45 VELOCE, thus 
allowing the assembly of up to 4 cores 
simultaneously of maximum 2350 mm  
length each (measured from tip to 
tip). The kinds of cores which can be 
managed are either closed cores or 
E-cores. Moreover, the robot can also 
manage the production of cores with 
separate logs, reaching, in this case, 
a total maximum stacking length of  
2650 mm. The operator, therefore, has 

stacker offers unprecedented produc-
tivity.

Having already revolutionized the  
250 mm core cutting lines years before, 
the robot stackers are now doing the 
same with the L.A.E.’s cutting line model 
TO 45 VELOCE.

The L.A.E.’s TO 45 VELOCE has been 
designed and produced for the manu-
facturing of grain-oriented laminations 
suitable for the assembly of cores featur-
ing Step-Lap technology. This machine is 
particularly recommended for the pro-
duction of electrical transformer cores 
ranging from 160 to 6300 kVA. Unlike 
the other similar machines available on 

Robot Stacker

TECHNOLOGY

The advantage of automatic stacker is in the 
full coverage of the range of cores that the 
operator might need to assemble, offering 
the highest flexibility with a single, totally 
automatic, device
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of the whole process logistically: cutting 
and assembling are performed in a single 
area, with a compact machine layout 
and with no need for intermediate 
storages, transportation of already cut 
laminations, and, above all, labour. In 
addition, the precision and reliability 
levels result in a quality increase of the 
final product, with a higher return on 

TO 25 AGILE L.A.E.

Automatic stacking, compared to the man-
ual stacking, saves from 30 to 50 % time re-
quired

TO 45 VELOCE L.A.E.

investment. Last but not least, the robot 
stacker enables the flexible production 
of different kinds of cores, with no 

machine downtime and no possibility 
of mistakes or mishandling of the 
production material.
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FRS (Fast Replacement 
System)

L.A.E., however, is not only limited to 
speeding up of the assembly process 
through the implementation of an 
anthropomorphic robot, as its effects 
could have been damped by the coil 
loading phase. 

The second innovation concerns the 
automation of the lamination replace-
ment in the cutting machine, thus 
drastically reducing the average time 
for this operation, from current appx. 
10 minutes to only 36 seconds, with 
significant advantages in terms of pro-
ductivity. The L.A.E.’s Fast Replacement 

System clears the way to a productivity 
increase of 15-20 % and allows a longer  
automatic running of the machine 
with no operator. The offered technical 
solution performs a fully automated 
replacement of the lamination inside 
the cutting machine in 36 seconds. The 
device withdraws the previous strip and 
inserts a new one, according to a pre-set 
programme. These actions can be per-
formed in safe conditions during the 
automatic running of the line.

The FRS installed on the model TO 
45 VELOCE is already working and 
the results achieved by the operators 
confirm what has already been predicted 
by the L.A.E.’s studies, in which the R&D 

department of the Italian company has 
designed two different models for the 
TO 25 AGILE, with different layouts, to 
be installed according to the customer’s 
requirements.

Modular lines 
L.A.E. innovations are improving the 
core cutting process and they are fully 
modular. According to each customer’s 
request, the company conducts a 
feasibility study and offers customers 
a solution designed for their specific 
process. The robot stacker itself can 
be installed on the two core cutting 
lines either in the beginning or later, 
similar to the FRS device. In this way, 
any requirement, either in terms of 
productivity or in terms of investment 
portfolio, can be fulfilled. 

Contact:
L.A.E. Srl  Via E. Fermi, 39
48022 Lugo (Ra) Italy
(+39) 0545 21 29 71
www.lae-srl.com
sales@lae-srl.com

The automation of the lamination replace-
ment drastically reduces the average time 
for this operation, from current appx. 10 
minutes to only 36 seconds, increasing the 
productivity for 15-20 %

TECHNOLOGY

Fast Replacement System FRS

Demonstrating the full value of CIM to secure investment 
and speed up wide-scale implementation

21-23 January 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

14+ utility case studies including:

Save 10% using 
discount code

CIM-20-MEDIA-TM
when registering

 online!

To find out more and to register visit: 
www.smartgrid-forums.com/CIM20TMA
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